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Abstract
Background: The aim of the study is to investigate the prevalence of talon cusps in a sample of Jordanians dental
patients and their distribution among different types of teeth.
Methods: The data were collected from radiographic examination of 3,024 periapical films showing 9,377 teeth from a
random sample of 1,660 patients. A tooth was considered having talon cusp if there was a V-shape radiopaque
structure superimposed the tooth structure.
Results: Talon cusps were detected in 52 teeth (tooth prevalence = 0.55%). Maxillary canines were the most commonly
affected teeth (46% of cases), followed by maxillary lateral incisor teeth (39% of cases) and maxillary central incisors
teeth (15% of cases). Teeth with talon cusps were found in 40 subjects (person prevalence = 2.4%). Bilateral talon cusps
were seen in 12 patients.
Conclusions: Attention should be paid to the presence of talon cusp and the treatment problems associated with it.
Background
Talon cusp is a prominent accessory cusp-like structure
projecting from the cingulum area or cementoenamel
junction (CEJ) of the maxillary or mandibular teeth in
both primary and permanent dentition [1,2]. This projection was termed talon cusp because of it bear a resemblance to an eagle's talon in shape. This cusp normally
presented in the palatal or occlusal surfaces of the teeth,
however, there were some reported cases of talon cusps
in labial surfaces of teeth [3,4]. To consider this projection as a talon cusp, it must extends at least one millimetre or more beyond CEJ [5] or half the distance from CEJ
to the incisal edge [6] (Figure 1).
Hattab et al. [2] proposed a classification system for
talon cusps, on the basis of the degree of cusp formation
and extension: Type 1 (talon) refers to a morphologically
well-delineated additional cusp that projects prominently
from the palatal (or facial) surface of a primary or permanent anterior tooth and extends to at least half the distance from the CEJ to the incisal edge. Type 2 (semi talon)
refers to an additional cusp (≥ 1 mm) that extends to less
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than half the distance from the CEJ to the incisal edge. It
may blend with the palatal surface or stand away from the
rest of the crown. Type 3 (trace talon) is an enlarged or
prominent cingulum that may appear as conical, bifid, or
tubercle [2].
The aetiology of the condition is unknown. However it
was hypothesized to be due to combination of genetic
and environmental factors [7]. Developmentally, talon
cusps may be resulted from outfolding of inner enamel
epithelial cells and focal hyperplasia of the peripheral
cells of mesenchymal dental papilla [7]. Talon cups can
occur as isolated conditions or associated with other dental anomalies including bifid cingula, peg-shaped incisors, dens invaginatus, shovel-shaped incisors and
exaggerated cups of Carabelli [8].
Radiographically, the appearance of a talon cusp is similar to that of normal tooth material, presenting with
radiopaque enamel and dentin with or without extension
of pulpal tissues [9]. Typically, talon cusp looks like a Vshape structure superimposed over the normal image of
the crown. When the tooth is unerupted, a radiographic
talon cusp may resemble mesiodens, compound odontoma, supernumerary tooth or a dens invaginatus [10].
The clinical problems associated with the presence of
talon cusps include stagnation of food, caries, periapical
lesions, irritation of tongue during speech and mastica-
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The purpose of this study was to investigate the prevalence of talon cusps in a sample of Jordanians dental
patients and their distribution among different type of
teeth.

Figure 1 Talon cusp radiograph. Periapical radiograph of upper central incisor showing a V-shape structure superimposed over the normal
image of the crown

tion, other soft tissue irritation, breast feeding problems,
compromised aesthetics, occlusal interference which may
lead to accidental cusp fracture, displacement of the
affected tooth, temporomandibular joint pain, and periodontal problems because of excessive occlusal force [11].
The prevalence of talon cusps was mistakenly estimated by calculating the number of talon cusps reported
in the literature. Danker et al.[12] reviewed a number of
108 reported talon cusps as case-reports in the literature
between the years of 1970 and 1995. The authors indicated that about 7.7% of the cases were in permanent
teeth and 20% of them were bilaterally distributed [12]
About half of reported talons were in maxillary lateral
incisors, about a third was in maxillary central incisors
and only about 8% were in canines [12].
Studies that have addressed the prevalence of talon
cusps in populations were scarce. The prevalence of talon
cusps was reported as 0.6% in a Mexican [13], 2.5% in a
Hungarian [14], 5.2% in a Malaysian [15] and 7.7% in an
Indian populations [5]. No data were found to address the
distribution of talon cusps among different tooth types in
population studies.

Methods
An initial random sample of 2,111 dental records was
selected from the Jordan University of Science and Technology's (JUST) dental archive. The sample frame consisted of 12,395 records for private dental patients and
1,800 records for university employees. The final sample
used in this study was 1,660 dental records including a
total number of 3,024 periapical radiographs showing
9,377 teeth. Selection of the subjects were based on the
availability of radiographs, however a presetting criteria
for having at least two comparable periapical radiographs
for both side of jaw was set. This study was approved by
JUST Ethics Committee (152/2006).
Two experienced examiners read all radiographs in a
dark room with a 10-X magnifying lens and an X-ray
viewer (Illuminator 5000, RP Beard Ltd., London, England). A tooth was considered having talon cusp if there
was V-shape radiopaque structure superimposes the
tooth structure. Each radiograph exhibit this criterion
was re-examined carefully by both examiners twice and a
combined decision was made to either consider the tooth
is having talon cusp or not.
The examiners were calibrated by reading 100 radiographs separately, containing 10 different cases of talon
cups before the investigation starts. The diagnosis given
by both examiners were compared to their original diagnosis which resulted in 100% agreement.
The examined teeth from periapical radiographs were
recorded on a data sheet as normal teeth or teeth with
talon cusps. The observations were entered and analyzed
using the computer program, SPSS 12. (SPSS Inc. Chicago, USA).
Results
Of the teeth examined, 5,633 (60.1%) were for males and
3,744 (39.9%) were for females. Ages ranged between 18
and 69 years, with a mean age of 25.1 years (SD = 8.05).
Almost equal numbers of maxillary (4,713) and mandibular teeth (4,664) were examined. The number of individual tooth type was comparable so the per tooth
prevalence of talon cusps was meaningful. Talon cusps
were detected in 52 teeth out of a total of 9377 teeth to
give a tooth prevalence of 0.55%. The prevalence of talon
cusps among different tooth types was presented in Table
1. All 52 teeth exhibiting talon cusps were in the maxillary arch, so the maxillary teeth prevalence was 1.1%.
Maxillary canines were most commonly affected teeth in
the mouth (46% of cases), followed by maxillary lateral
incisor teeth (39% of cases) and maxillary central incisors
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Table 1: The prevalence of talon cusps among different tooth types
Tooth type

Maxillary

Mandibular

No. of teeth
examined

No. of teeth with
talon cusps

Prevalence %

Central incisor

528

8

1.5

Lateral Incisor

515

20

3.9

Canine

427

24

5.6

First premolar

509

0

0.0

Second premolar

639

0

0.0

First molar

783

0

0.0

Second molar

704

0

0.0

Third molar

608

0

0.0

Subtotal

4713

52

1.1

All mandibular teeth

4664

0

0.0

9377

52

0.55

Total

teeth (15% of cases). No talon cusps were detected in any
other tooth types.
Table 2 presents the distribution and prevalence of
talon cusps according to the gender of patients. Males
had more teeth with talon cusps (32 teeth) than females
(20 teeth). The prevalence of talon cusp for males and
females was 0.57% and 0.53%, respectively. However the
difference was not statically significant using chi square
test (χ2 = 0.05, p = 0.47).
The distribution of patients with talon cusps is presented in Table 3. Teeth with talon cusps were found in 40

subjects (26 males, 14 females) out of 1,660 subjects
examined, thus the person prevalence was 2.4%. Bilateral
talon cusps were seen in 12 patients (30%), whereas 28
patients (70%) of those with talon cusps exhibited unilateral talon cusps.

Discussion
The present study was based on radiographic examination of periapical radiographs which were taken for a
variety of purposes including full mouth dental screening
and diagnosis of dental problems. Not all records were

Table 2: Distribution of subjects with and without talon cusps among different gender.
Gender

No. of teeth (% of teeth)

Total

With talon cusp*

Normal teeth

Male

32 (0.57)

5601(99.43)

5633

Females

20 (0.53)

3724(99.47)

3744

Total

52 (0.55)

9325(99.45)

9377

* P-value = 0.47
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belonged to fully dentate patients nor all records contained full mouth periapical radiographs. In this study,
approximately 2-3 periapical films per person were examined. This does not constitute a review of the whole
mouth of the subjects examined. Despite the fact that
diagnosis of dental anomalies based on radiographs solely
without clinical examination might produce a false positive/or false negative diagnoses. However, talon cusps are
easily detected radiographically as they typically present
as V-shaped formations superimposed on the tooth. An
exception to that is a type 3 trace talon cusp which cannot
be detected in radiographic examination. This study
investigated the presence of talon cusps in permanent
teeth; no examination of permanent teeth in children was
attempted. The results present the prevalence of talon
cusps only in patients attended dental clinics at JUST.
However, there is no reason to believe that dental patients
are different from other Jordanian adults. No data was
found to indicate genetic, social and geographic differences in the prevalence of talon cusps among other
nations.
Talon cusps were found in 40 subjects out of 1,660 subjects examined. Of the subjects examined, a maximum of
528 (32%) had radiographs available of their maxillary
anterior teeth. Therefore, the person prevalence of the
condition (2.4%) was probably underestimated.
Most of the published studies dealing with talon cusps
were case reports. Some of these studies estimated the

prevalence of talon cusps by counting the number of
cases reported in the literature with talon cusps. These
reported cases were grouped into different age and gender groups [2,6,7,12]. The results obtained using this procedure should be taken with caution because it is not
possible to report all cases of talon cusps present in population. Additionally, the design of these studies does not
constitute a community base screening of the anomaly
and the criteria and definition of the condition vary from
one case reports to another.
The person prevalence of talon cusp in the present
study was 2.4%. These results are comparable with what
was reported in Hungry (2.5%), [14] but lower than what
was reported for Indian (7.7%) [5] and Malaysian (5.5%)
[15] populations. The variation in talon cusp prevalence
could be explained by variation of the condition among
different nations, or variation in the samples examined,
or examination criteria.
In the present study the maxillary canines were the
most commonly affected teeth with the condition, followed by the lateral incisors and central incisors. However, in the literature, maxillary lateral incisors were the
most commonly affected teeth, followed by the central
incisors and canines. This might be explained by that the
sample used in this study might be different than that of
other nations. This difference might also be due to the
fact that our study is radiographic survey of radiographs
from dental records. In the literature, the distribution of

Table 3: Distribution of subjects with talon cups.
Subjects with:

Male

Female

Total

Talon cusps

26

14

40

None (All normal teeth)

971

649

1,620

Total

997

663

1,660

Percentage

2.61

2.11

2.41

Double talon cusps

6

6

12

Single talon cusps

20

8

28

Total

26

14

40

23.1

42.9

30.0

Subjects with

Percentage of double
talon cusps (out of those
with talon cusps)
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talon cusps among different types of teeth was based on
the case-reports or case-series of the condition.
In the present study, the prevalence of talon cusps of
the maxillary anterior teeth was 3.5%. About 2.4% of the
subjects examined exhibited one or more talon cups. The
present study is the first to report person prevalence of
talon cusp and the distribution of anomaly among all
tooth type. This will provide more information on the
types of teeth that are more susceptible to this anomaly
and need more attention during radiographic examination.

Conclusions
Talon cup is uncommon dental anomaly. The availability
of such data will allow anticipation of the percentage of
teeth that might have technical difficulties associated
with the endodontic treatment of such teeth. It will also
facilitate the understanding of changes in occlusion and
periodontal conditions associated with the anomaly. It
will allow better communication with the patient regarding their unusual symptoms and their endodontic, prosthodontic, periodontic, restorative and cosmetic need.
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